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Turing

I Turing has become a larger than life figure following the movie “The
Imitation Game”.

I which followed Andrew Hodges book “Alan Turing : The Enigma”,

I which followed the release of classified documents about WWII.

I I will try to comment on aspects of Turing’s work mentioned in the
movie.

I I will give extensive references if you want to follow this up, including
the excellent Horizon documentary.

I Posted to my web site. Type “rod downey” into google.



Turing Award

I The equivalent of the “Nobel Prize” in computer science is the ACM
Turing Award.

I It is for life work in computer science and worth about $1M.

I Why? This award was made up (1966) was well before Bletchley
became public knowledge.

I (Aside) Prof. D. Ritchie (Codebreaker)-from “Station X, Pt 3”

Alan Turing was one of the figures of the century. ——
There were great men at Bletchley Park, but in the long hall
of history Turing’s name will be remembered as Number
One in terms of consequences for mankind.



Logic

I Aristotle and other early Greeks then “modern” re-invention: Leibnitz
(early 18th C), Boole, Frege, etc.

I We want a way to represent arguments, language, processes etc by
formal symbols and manipulate them like we do numbers to
determine, e.g. validity of argument.

I Simplest modern formal system propositional logic.

I Represent statements which are either possibly true or false.

I If You attend this lecture then you will know some logic. You attend
this lecture. Therefore you know some logic.

I ((A→ K ) ∧ A)→ K .

I Question Given such a formula, can we decide if it is true or false no
matter what we put in for the variables? (e.g. maybe you don’t
attend the lecture; the value of K is 0=False)



Decision Problems I

p q p ∧ ¬(q ∨ p) (p → q) → ¬ (p ∨ ¬q)

1 1 0 1 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 1

↑

p q r (p → (q ∧ r)) → (¬r → ¬p)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 1

0 0 1 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 0 1 1

↑
Hence b) is a tautology.



Want to earn some money?

I Notice that in the above each time we add a new variable we double
the length of the table.

I One of the most important, if not the most important problems in
mathematics/computer science,

I Is there any fast (polynomial time) way to figure out if there is a
“true” line of the truth table? Or is essentially trying all possible ways
the only way? P vs NP, $1M Clay Prize.

I Note, with 100,000 variables, the time needed for such a search is
approx 2100,000 estimated to be larger than the number of atoms in
the universe.

I Note if you do find a fast way, please tell me. You will kill all modern
banking security, and make millions of tasks exponentially easier.
Revolutionize modern science and society.

I This is because we have ways of reducing many computation tasks to
solving “satisfiability”.

I Note also that all modern public cryptosystems work by arguing that
“exponential searches are needed.”



Predicate Logic

I Propositional Logic is too limited for many tasks, and we developed a
richer logic using quantifiers

I ∀x means “for all x” ∃x means “there is some x”

I Kx means “x is the king of England”, Sx means “x has 6 wives”.

I (Example) ∀x(Kx → Sx) “Every king of England has six wives.”

I ∃x(Kx ∧ Sx) “Some king of England has six wives.”

I Let xCy mean that “x is the child of y”. Compare ∀x∃y(xCy) with
∃x∀y(xCy).



Hilbert-Decision Problems II

I David Hilbert, 1900, asked for a decision procedure (like for
propositional logic) for Predicate Logic.

I This is the (now) famous Entscheidungsproblem.





More than Mathematics

I Realize that it is not enough to try for a long time and find no
method. Perhaps this is simply lack of brain power.

I What is being asked is to prove there is no method ; or to give one.

I To Prove NO The first thing you must do is to give something that
models all such methods.

I Then prove that that model won’t do it.

I Realize that the first part is essentially philosophical.

I How to model human thought? Or at least “human decision
procedures”?



The confluence of ideas in 1936

I First Church, then Kleene, Turing and Post proposed models for
decision procedures.

I We now know that all the proposed models are provably equivalent so
that technically Church and Kleene first showed that that
Entscheidungsproblem is undecidable.

I Church proposed his thesis that the λ-definable functions (too
horrible to describe), and later partial recursive functions modeled all
effectively computable processes.

I Post a Turing machine like model I torture 3rd years students with.

I Turing : Turing machine.

I At 24, whilst on a run at Grantchester Meadows, Turing devised a
brilliantly convincing model.



Turing Machine

I Machine is a Box with a finite number of Internal States (i.e. mental
states)

I Reads/writes on a two way potentially infinite tape.

I Action : can move Left, Right, or Print a symbol,

I Depending on (state, symbol)

I Here’s the Yellow Brick Road

I This person is a simple person has two states : happy and unhappy.

I He’s happy when he sees a yellow brick

I 〈 happy, �, �, unhappy〉, 〈 unhappy, �, Y, happy 〉, 〈 happy, Y, L ,
happy 〉.

I What will this do?



Kleene Partial Recursive Functions

The partial recursive function are the smallest class of C of functions
which are closed under the schemes (simplified version):

1. Zero function
Z (x) = 0

2. Successor function
S(x) = x + 1

3. Predecessor function (monus)

P(x) = x−̂1 =

{
x − 1 x > 0

0 x = 0

4. Projection
Pm
j (x1, . . . , xm) = xj

5. Substitution

If f (x) ∈ P and g(x) ∈ P, then f (g(x)) ∈ P



Not finished yet

6 Recursion

If g(~x , y) ∈ P and h(~x) ∈ P, then f (~x) ∈ P
where f (0) = h(0)

f (n + 1) = g(n, f (n))

7 Least number
If g(~x , y) ∈ C then f (~x) ∈ C, where
f (~x) = µy [(g(~x , y) ↓= 0) and ∀z ≤ y g(~x , y) ↓]

I put the above model to show you that there is no obvious intuitive
reason that the model above “captures all decision procedures.” This is
the genius of the Turing model.



Why Turing?

I Turing shows that a simple problem (“The halting problem”) that
can’t be decided by the model.

I The Halting Problem problem is expressible in predicate logic. Eureka!

I The earlier proofs of Church etc not accepted at the time. See e.g.
Davis, Gandy 1995, Soare 2012, Kleene 1995.

I First and foremost Turing has a conceptual analysis giving what many
regard as a proof of the Church-Turing Thesis that TM’s capture
what is computable be a person.

I This analysis is the fundamental contribution of Turing’s paper. (also
a basis of “hard AI”)

I See “The Universal Turing Machine: A Half Century Survey” R.
Herken (ed) Springer 1995 (2nd Ed).



Turing’s analysis

I He considers an abstract human computor (1950’s terminology)

I By limitations of sensory and mental apparatus we have
(i) fixed bound for the symbols.
(ii) fixed bound for number of squares
(iii) fixed bound to the number of actions at each step
(iv) fixed bound on the movement.
(v) fixed bound on the number of states.

I This justifies TM’s

I Gandy, Soare (and others) argue that Turing proves any function
calculable by an abstract human is computable by a TM.



I Gandy (1995):

What Turing did, by his analysis of the processes and
limitations of calculations of human beings, was to clear
away, with a single stroke of his broom, this dependency on
contemporary experience, and produce a
characterization-within clearly perceived limits- which will
stand for all time..... What Turing also did was to show that
calculation can be broken down into the iteration
(controlled by a “program”) of extremely simple concrete
operations; so concrete that they can easily be described in
terms of (physical) mechanisms.

(My emphasis)



The Universal Machine

I The other major contribution was the notion of a universal machine, a
compiler.

I Turing has the first universal machine. The idea that there could be a
single machine which interpreted programs to emulate any other
machine.

I This revolutionary idea is the conceptual key to computers.



Post-history

I The idea that a computer could be universal was a long time
penetrating.

I Howard Aitken (1956), a US computer expert of the time:

If it should turn out that the basic logics of a machine
designed for numerical solution of differential equations
coincide with the logics of a machine intended to make bills
for a department store, I would regard this as the most
amazing coincidence that I have ever encountered.

I Read more on this in Martin Davis’ or Herken’s books.



In Turing’s words

Turing said in a lecture of 1947 with his design of ACE (automated
computing engine)

The special machine may be called the universal machine; it
works in the following quite simple manner. When we have
decided what machine we wish to imitate we punch a description
of it on the tape of the universal machine... . The universal
machine has only to keep looking at this description in order to
find out what it should do at each stage. Thus the complexity of
the machine to be imitated is concentrated in the tape and does
not appear in the universal machine proper in any way... .
[D]igital computing machines such as the ACE ... are in fact
practical versions of the universal machine.



The Birth of Computers

I Turing learnt of the possibilities for large scale valve computers
through the work of Tommy Flowers on the Colossus machine.
(Turing was a quick study but a terrible practical engineer.)

I McCulloch and Pitt used Turing ideas to show the control mechanism
for a TM could be simulated by a finite collection of gates with
delays. (1943)

I Von Neumann knew of Turing’s ideas and with two other co-authors
posed a practical architecture for stored program machines. He uses
the McCulloch and Pitt ideas. (1945) ENIAC.

I Later ENVAC.

I Realize that for practical computing engineering is extremely
important. (Theory vs Practice as always)

I Why did this not happen in the UK after the war? Long story
involving bureaucracy, etc read the book by Copeland.



Stanley Frankel (friend of von Neumann)

von Neumann was well aware of the fundamental importance
of Turing’s paper of 1936 ’On computable numbers ...’, which
describes in principle the ’Universal Computer’.... Many people
have acclaimed von Neumann as the ’father of the computer’ (in
a modern sense of the term) but I am sure that he would never
have made that mistake himself. He might well be called the
midwife, perhaps, but he firmly emphasized to me, and to others
I am sure, that the fundamental conception is owing to Turing



I Turing proposed ACE (automated computing engine), Never built due
to all kinds of things. Architecture very influential.

I For example, Huxley’s G15 computer, the first PC (about the size of
a fridge) was based on it, with about 400 sold worldwide, and
remaining in use until 1970(!).

I However, first stored program computer in Manchester, in lab run by
Turing’s lifetime friend Max Newmann.

I Turing wrote the (first) programming manual.



Cryptography

I I will try to give a brief overview of the history of ciphers.

I Caesar cipher. (Though I can’t believe it was ever used) Substitute
e.g. move every letter 4 places. A→ D,B → E , etc.

I The Vigenère Cipher. (Bellaso 16th century) Use a key word to do
the substitution.

I Key word GOLD corresponds to 7, 15, 12, 4. so “Too much hype”
would become

t o o m u c h h y p e
G O L D G O L D G O L

Z C Z P A Q S K E D P

I If you choose a random key the same length as the message, then this
is a one time pad and is secure, but has its own problems. (For
example, for “Too much hype” you would need a key of length 11.)



Breaking ciphers

I What about the Vigenère Cipher?

I Historically, it was used by the French, Confederates in the American
Civil War, and others with long keys, and they called it le chiffre
indéchiffrable (French for ’the indecipherable cipher’).

I You can buy now an app for the iphone and solve this in seconds.

I Broken using statistical analysis (Chi-squared) based on the that
certain letters (like ”e”) are much more common than others. (The
Kasiski Attack)

I More subtle (Bayesean) Statistics were basic to the Bletchley park
attacks and war planning.



History

I Cryptanalysts were crucial in the first world war;
I Also in subsequent period. Iain Lobban, 2012 Director GCHQ:

(With exceptions Germany and Russia diplomatic services
who only used one time pads), every single encryption
system used by foreign governments to protect their
communications with UK-based representatives were broken
and read.

I 1925 Enigma machine patented in London. Originally for commercial
purposes.

I 1926, Edward Travis, deputy director, goes to Berlin and buys one
from the manufacturer.

I Then back in GCHQ Hugh Foss demonstrated how commercial
Enigma was vulnerable, and then Dilly Knox gave methods to break.

I Based around flawed protocol. Repetition of initial setting.
I Used for Spanish Civil War for messages between Hitler and Franco
I Broken in 1937 using Knox methods and “Jeffries’ Sheets”.



Poland

I The German military modified Enigma and these methods no longer
worked. Elizabeth Rakus-Anderson (The Polish brains behind the
breaking of Enigma):

Cryptologists could easily recognize an Enigma cipher by its
perfect spread of letters. There was no correlation with
natural letters and statistical calculations based on
frequencies of letters were completely useless.

I Strictly speaking, this is not quite true as we later see.

I Work was done in Poland. (1929) Lecturer presents authentic
Reichswehr ciphergrams for students to solve and recruits those who
did. Marian Rejewski, Henryk Zygalski and Jerzy Róz̀ycki.

I Used mathematics for trying to solve military Enigma, reliant on
dumb wiring of rotors and a flawed protocol.

I Invented the Bombe which is kind of an Enigma machine
reverse-engineered.



Two gifts to the Allies

I 1939, Poles reveal the method they use to solve the current version of
Enigma.

I Give two current Enigma machines which were delivered by the Poles
to the British in diplomatic luggage.

I Also a hidden message:

Iain Lobban: The Poles had taken a different route and had
recruited mathematicians rather than classicists to become
cryptanalysts....It was this information which crystallized the
crucial insight by Alasdair Denniston, ....the forthcoming
war.. needed a new sort of cryptanalyst to complement the
existing staff.... first names ...Alan Turing, Gordon
Welchman and Max Newman.

I All this begun in 1939.

I 1939-1940 Turing worked with Knox and the Poles.

I Turing requests to tackle the (most complex) Naval Enigma.



Enigma



Enigma



Enigma

I There were also a plug board (to change the meanings of the letters)
akin to one time pads, plus other similar features on the rims.

I Rotors chosen from collections.

I 3 rotor (airforce), 4 rotor (naval), 12 rotor (high level
Lorentz=“tunny”).

I Also protocol books, books for key setting in paper that the ink would
dissolve from, etc.

I If you want a seminar on how these things worked try
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcX7iO_XCFA, for an early 3
rotor one.

I Germans had absolute faith in the unbreakability of Enigma.

I Maybe 100 years from now, they’ll be saying this about modern
public key encryption......!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcX7iO_XCFA


Breaking Enigma

I This was the work of 10,000 people, and there were differing Enigmas.
I All broken because of operator errors, chance discoveries, lost Enigma

machines, code books, etc. data mining!
I Mainly “cribs” Postulates about the underlying plaintexts, e.g. Heil

Hitler, Good Morning, To and ending with a from, etc. Accurate
because of the vast amount of work studying communication traffic.

I Hut 6 breaks Airforce Enigma using the Herival Tip.
I Part of the Airforce protocol was to set the rings in the rotors (from a

book), and the move the rotors to a random position. (Like a keyless
lock for a bike.) Operators were lazy.

I Part of the protocol was to send each day a 3 letter random string for
the settings. Some operators would always set (things like) HIT LER,
perhaps encoded. Someone always sent to first 3 letters of his name
and that of his girlfriend.

I Bear in mind that this was a continuous contest between codebreakers
and codemakers; the Germans changing things all the time.



I For example, sometimes false messages were sent. Once they received
a false message containing no L’s.

I Guess that the lazy operator was having a smoke and pressed L
without taking the finger off.

I Why? A flaw in Enigma is that no letter repeats.

I Guess a longish crib. Try to match up. If any letter matches it is
wrong

I For example ABBACTARMDVSSWT guess BOBO

I One of the key ideas: Eliminate what is not possible.



Turing at Bletchley

I Mainly in Hut 8 on the difficult Naval Enigma and later Lorentz.

Iain Lobban (director GCHQ, 2012)

Turing’s way was to take other people’s ideas, develop and build
on them, and pass the product on to other people to be the
foundation for the next stage. He took the idea of the
electromechanical processing of the Poles but developed their
idea into something radically different. When Welchman later
enhanced the Bombe with a diagonal board, Turing was the first
to congratulate him on his major improvement. Turing was part
of the team, shared in the success of the team.



Turing at Bletchley

Hugh Alexander (History of Naval Enigma)

There should be no question in anyone’s mind that Turing’s work
was the biggest factor in Hut 8’s success. In the early days he
was the only cryptographer who thought the problem worth
tackling and not only was he primarily responsible for the main
theoretical work within the hut but also shared with Welchman
and Keen the chief credit for the invention of the Bombe. It is
always difficult to say that anyone is absolutely indispensable but
if anyone was indispensable to Hut 8 it was Turing. ....many of
us in Hut 8 felt that the magnitude of Turing’s work was never
fully realised by the outside world.



The Imitation Game

I I was so annoyed that I am prejudiced. Its veracity is along the lines
of Braveheart, but better than Rambo II.

I (The most appalling) Turing working with Cairncross and being
blackmailed. They worked in different parts of Bletchley, and
apparently never met.

(Alex von Tunzelmann-Historian) The wartime codebreaker
and computing genius was pursued for homosexuality, but
nobody, until film-makers came along, accused him of being
a traitor

I MI6 head Menzies interacting with Turing and knowing about
Cairncross. No evidence at all.

I 4 people in Hut 8 doing everything, what did the other 9,996 do?
Why do Hollywood movies always have the world saved by one or two
people? (At least they weren’t re-written as American.)

I Turing doing the work on the Bombe which is disturbingly called
Christopher.



I The horrendous mixing of the universal TM and the Bombe.

I Everyone except Turing and Joan Clarke seems stupid.

I The decision of how to use Ultra decriptions was determined by Hut
8. This is obviously nonsense. (It did indicate the use of mathematics
in decision making.)

I Peter Hilton had no brother on a fleet.

I Denniston was a good guy had no conflict with Turing. In fact it was
he who recruited Turing and even set up Bletchley.

I Joan Clark did not do the crossword test. She was recruited.

I Turing’s most cited work (as per 2012) is in biology, which he did
whilst being “treated” for homosexuality. He had no loss of
intellectual power due to his “treatment” and it had finished 9
months before his death.



I Joan Clark did not visit him post Bletchley.
I The implication that there was one break and then all was simple.
I The implication that all the materials were destroyed after the war.

There were many many bombes (200) including the much faster US
based ones. (But not Colossus) Churchill (and presumably the
Americans) kept much of the materials secret, but destroyed the
material at Bletchley. Also, after the end of World War II, the Allies
sold captured Enigma machines, still widely considered secure, to
developing countries.

I Turing was unpopular. Apparently he was quite social if a bit
eccentric, with quite a sense of humour and a raucous laugh; but did
not suffer fools. Was shy with women.

I The security at Bletchley was lax... very far from this.
I The Churchill letter. There was a letter but it was asking for more

resources particularly Wrens, and was by many people including
Turing.

I The silly subplot with the detective, and his apparent belief in Turing
being a Russian spy.

I There are many more.



I For some see http:

//www.historyvshollywood.com/reelfaces/imitation-game/

Alex von Tunzelmann
Historically, The Imitation Game is as much of a garbled
mess as a heap of unbroken code. For its appalling
suggestion that Alan Turing might have covered up for a
Soviet spy, it must be sent straight to the bottom of the
class.

http://www.historyvshollywood.com/reelfaces/imitation-game/
http://www.historyvshollywood.com/reelfaces/imitation-game/


I also http://www.nybooks.com/blogs/nyrblog/2014/dec/19/

poor-imitation-alan-turing/ A Poor Imitation of
Turing-Christian Caryl

.... either you embrace the richness of Turing as a character
and trust the audience to follow you there, or you simply
capitulate, by reducing him to a caricature of the tortured
genius. ... In their version, Turing (played by Benedict
Cumberbatch) conforms to the familiar stereotype of the
otherworldly nerd: he’s the kind of guy who doesn’t even
understand an invitation to lunch
—- To be honest, I’m a bit surprised that there hasn’t been
more pushback against The Imitation Game by intelligence
professionals, historians, and survivors of Turing’s circle.
But I think I understand why. After so many years in which
Turing failed to get his due, no one wants to be seen as
spoiling the party.

http://www.nybooks.com/blogs/nyrblog/2014/dec/19/poor-imitation-alan-turing/
http://www.nybooks.com/blogs/nyrblog/2014/dec/19/poor-imitation-alan-turing/


There are some examples of this last point. Jack Copeland (Noted NZ
based Turing Scholar, from Canterbury)

It gets the crucial outlines of the story right, correctly saying for
example that it was Turing who invented the fundamental logical
principles of the modern computer (actually a point seldom
acknowledged in the history books). The movie brings out the
mammoth importance of Bletchley Park’s attack on the German
Naval ciphers, an incredible operation that helped save possibly
as many as 7 million or more lives. And it correctly places Turing
at the center of this.

As you see I disagree, but see http://www.huffingtonpost.com/

jack-copeland/oscars-for-the-imitation-_b_6635654.html?utm_

hp_ref=entertainment&ir=Entertainment

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jack-copeland/oscars-for-the-imitation-_b_6635654.html?utm_hp_ref=entertainment&ir=Entertainment
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jack-copeland/oscars-for-the-imitation-_b_6635654.html?utm_hp_ref=entertainment&ir=Entertainment
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jack-copeland/oscars-for-the-imitation-_b_6635654.html?utm_hp_ref=entertainment&ir=Entertainment


Other work of Turing

I Lots of technical work in logic.

I Proofs of equivalence of the models of computation. (JSL papers)

I Undecidability of other systems.

I Work in number theory.

I Proposed methods for symbolic verification of programs. Symbolic
verification has grown into modern model checking, though not really
using Turing’s ideas.

I Proposed methods of logically constructing programs.

I First computer chess program (1950). See the webcast of Kasparov’s
talk in Manchester, Turing 100 conference.



Model checking

I The world is full of hardware and algorithmic processes.

I It is good to know that they don’t have catastrophic failures.

I Turing proposed methods for symbolic verification of programs. This
has grown into modern model checking.-logic again

I Idea : represent processes by symbols, and have a transition
“calculus” and then verify by calculation.

I Began with things like Hoare logic (“logic is the calculus of computer
science”).

I Modern life would be impossible without it. It is very bad if any of
the embedded hardware in e.g. a plane fails.

I Works well for hardware, still in development for software.

I Can be applied to e.g. industrial processes.



Machine Intelligence

I Famous unpublished paper on this from a sabbatical at Cambridge.

I His boss (Charles Darwin) thought it was a “schoolboy paper”.
Would not let it be published. Now it is regarded as a classic.

I Later famously posed the Turing Test.

I Often mis-quoted as saying machine intelligence by the end of the
20th century. Actual quote (from a radio discussion with Max
Newmann) “at least 100 years.”

I Emphasized optimization as a key strategy for artificial intelligence,
and realized in his chess program.



Machine learning

I Huge numbers of things are now modeled by machine learning.

I Huge databases exist and are being “mined”.

I Modern life would be impossible without it. Modern medicine,
weather prediction, Internet, DNA analysis, evolution of things like
language, etc

I Uses optimization, statistics combinatorics etc.

I Currently one of the most important areas of research in CS.

I We have shown that expert systems are readily modelable, Watson,
etc. This the future of many things in e.g. medicine.



Some Other Things Left Out

I ”Rounding-off Errors in Matrix Processes” Ill-posed problems and
“the other” theory of computation.

I He was the first to properly study complexity of matrix algorithms like
determinant computations when dividing by near zero quantities.

I This was centered in numerical analysis

I Morphogenesis: How do leopards get their spots?

I Suggests a simple mechanism based on partial differential equations.

I 20 years(!) before experimental verification.

I diffusion/reaction equations.

I Basically stable, but under perturbation creates a feedback loop.



Partial differential equations

I These are equations which model continuous processes

I Modern life would be impossible without it.

I E.g. Any scanning device, any modeling in physics, modeling
continuous industrial processes, computer graphics (e.g. Avatar etc),
electronics, materials science, etc.



Summary

I One of the single most important papers of the 20th century was
written by Turing who provided a conceptual basis for what are now
computers.

I This came from an (apparently) obscure problem in logic. Would a
granting agency have supported it I wonder?

I Currently one of the most important problems in all of science is an
apparently obscure problem in logic. In Japan, there is a multi-million
dollar grant to try to solve it.

I Codes were broken by mathematics and Turing was a leader.

I Lessons for us: Science has become intensely mathematical, and
computers ever more ubiquitous. Now is the age of mathematics and
computing.



Viewing

I I will post these notes to my home page and you can follow up.

I Excellent videos related to Turing and Bletchley.

I Most excellent Horizon programme, with interviews with Hodges,
Gandy, Joan Clark etc. (Only slightly annoying in its reference to only
Turing solving the decision problem.)
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gyusnGbBSHE

I Episode 2 of 4 The Goose That Laid the Golden Eggs (Churchill’s
comment)
It is a 1990s Channel 4 production. A number of cryptanalysts of
Bletchley park and women who worked there are interviewed (some of
whom interacted with Turing) and even some German operators of
the enigma machines.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jgiywQrAzc

Episode 3 of 4 - The Ultra Secret
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjM7bJNAITo

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gyusnGbBSHE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jgiywQrAzc
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjM7bJNAITo 


I Episode 4 of 4 - The War of the Machines
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4MBwIl4Ybo Very
interesting, especially the Wren point of view. Unfortunately confuses
programmable computer with large scale computer. Interview with
Tommy Flowers. Interesting social commentary about
Winterbotham’s leaking of Ultra 30 years on and commentary about
“special” cyber relationships between the UK and the US.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4MBwIl4Ybo 


I Turing’s cathedral. Lecture by George Dyson about Los Alamos, von
Neumann, development of computers. Very American-centric, and a
bit slow if you don’t know much about computers. Implicit
commentary on the involvement of the military with the development
of science.
http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=stSm1cvwnO0

I Uncovering Colossus-Prof. Brian Randall (somewhat technical)
“Colossus, the world’s first electronic computer, was built during
World War II, but kept secret for more than 30 years. Professor Brian
Randell tells the story about how he stumbled across a reference to its
existence and eventually led to the UK government lifting the veil of
secrecy surrounding this pioneering computer in 1975. Prof Brian
Randell’s presentation was given in the new Colossus Gallery in The
National Museum of Computing on 7 February 2013. ”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yl6pK1Z7B5Q

 http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=stSm1cvwnO0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yl6pK1Z7B5Q


Some Books

I Alan Turing: The Enigma ... Hodges.
I Many books by Jack Copeland, either as author or editor. For

example.

1. The Essential Turing (as editor, many articles by professional historians)
2. Alan Turing’s Electronic Brain (as editor, many articles about ACE and

development of computers)
3. Turing : Pioneer of the Information Age
4. (Not really a book but good for those who don’t want to pay)

Copeland-Proudfoot article in the online Rutherford Journal
http://www.rutherfordjournal.org/article040101.html

I Alan Turing: Life and Legacy of a great thinker. Christof Teutscher
(ed)

I Turing’s Legacy, Rod Downey editor, concentrates on developments
stemming from Turing’s work in logic.

I (not a book but a play) Breaking the Code -Hugh Whitemore.

 http://www.rutherfordjournal.org/article040101.html 


Forbidden Fruit



Thank You


